
LEAD YOUR CREATIVE AGENCY
to VICTORY  in a HUMOROUS BAT TLE

for the BIGGEST EGO AROUND!



COMPONENTS
8 Principal Cards (gray deck)

5 Wooden Ego Tokens

5 Wooden Coin Tokens

1 Active Player Token

152 Nine To Five Cards (black deck)

25 Employees

STARTING HAND

DRAW DECK

DISCARD PILE

20 Stuff

20 Skills

36 Events

36 Projects

10 Persons

5 Experts

5 Player Boards

Give 1 player board       , 1 Ego token        and 1 Coin token        to each player. Put each player’s 
Ego token on “0” and their Coin token on “3”. The player board and surrounding table area 
becomes each player’s Studio for the game. Shuffle the Principal deck        and randomly deal 
one card to each player. Put the remaining Principal cards back in the box, they are not used 
for the rest of the game. Remove the Expert cards from the Nine to Five deck if you wish. 
They are only used in the “My Hero” variant found on page 8. Shuffle the Nine To Five 
deck        and randomly deal 8 cards to each player. Place the remaining Nine To Five cards 
in the middle of the table to form the draw deck. Players must then discard their hand down 
to 5 cards. Cards are discarded face down next to the draw deck. Form a “messy” discard 
pile to distinguish it from the draw deck. You are now ready to begin.

SETTING UP THE GAME
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CANCEL

Creative Clash is a light-hearted game for 2-5 players. Players take on the role of Principal 
of their own creative agency. They hire Employees, complete Projects, buy great Stuff 
and sabotage their competitors to win the greatest glory. Each Principal has special abilities 
and a unique Ego goal. Be the first to achieve your Principal’s Ego goal on your turn to win!

The player who most recently won an award in real life becomes the starting player (or pick 
someone at random). He takes the Active Player Token and sets it in front of himself. He 
then takes his turn by following the Turn Order. When his turn is finished, he gives the Active 
Player Token to the player on his left. It is now that player’s turn. Play continues in this cycle 
until Game End. If the Nine To Five deck is exhausted, reshuffle the discard pile to form a 
new draw deck.

Calculate the sum of the Ego points on all of your cards in play. 
The total is your current Ego level.

Gain the amount of Coins shown in the symbol only once. 
You can never have more than 30 Coins.

Lose the amount of Coins shown in the symbol only once. 
You can never have less than 0 Coins.

Calculate the sum of the Coins shown in these symbols to determine 
your income each turn. Count only the ones you have in play.

When you draw a card with this symbol you must play it immediately. 
After resolving its effects, draw a new card into your hand. If you draw 
one during the game setup, discard it without effect and draw a new card.

Play at any time to cancel the effects of a card just played. 
The text on the card will tell you what it will cancel.

OBJECT OF THE GAME

STARTING THE GAME

TURN ORDER

HOW TO READ THE ICONS
EGO

GAIN COINS ONCE

LOSE COINS ONCE

GAIN COINS EACH TURN

PL AY IMMEDIATELY

CANCEL

EGO

LOSE COINS ONCE

GAIN COINS ONCE

GAIN COINS EACH TURN

PL AY IMMEDIATELY
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COLLECT INCOME

DRAW 2 CARDS

PLAY ANY NUMBER OF CARDS

DISCARD ANY NUMBER OF CARDS, 
THEN DRAW YOUR HAND UP TO 5 CARDS.

Determine your income by calculating the sum 
of all your “Gain Coins Each Turn” icons in play.

Cards are played in your Studio (near your player board) or in another player’s Studio. 
At any point in this phase you may discard a card from your hand to gain 1 Coin. 
You may do this as many times as you like.

You may choose to skip your entire turn to discard any cards from your hand and 
draw your hand up to 5 cards. DO NOT follow the Turn Order and ignore the effects 
of all the cards in your Studio. You do not gain Coins for these discards.



EMPLOYEES
Employees are played in your Studio to help you 
complete Projects. Employees may also be upgraded with 
Skill cards to help you complete the best Projects. Each 
Employee has a cost that you must pay in order to play 
it. Each Employee card also has an icon that corresponds 
to requirements on Project cards. Calculate the sum 
of these symbols you have in play when determining 
whether or not you can complete a Project. 
NOTE: Employees are not considered Person cards.

EXPERTS
Experts are a special kind of Employee that are used in 
the “My Hero” variant found on page 8. Unless otherwise 
stated, play an Expert card just like an Employee card.

SKILLS
Skill cards are played on your Employees to help you 
complete Projects, earn Coins and earn Ego. When a Skill 
is played on an Employee, it becomes permanently 
attached to that Employee unless specifically discarded 
or taken by another player. If an Event card causes an 
Employee to change Studios, any attached Skill cards go 
with the Employee as well. Skills are always discarded 
with an Employee if the Employee is discarded from play. 
Each Skill has a cost that you must pay in order to play it. 
Each Skill card also has an icon that corresponds to 
requirements on Project cards. A single Employee can 
have multiple Skills, but only one type of each Skill may 
be played on a single Employee.

PROJECTS
Projects represent the bread and butter of your Studio. 
Some can be easily completed by 1 Employee, but many 
require the right combination of skilled Employees to 
complete the biggest ones. Projects earn you a mix of 
Coins and Ego. You can only play a Project if you’re able 
to meet its requirements, which is typically a mix of Skills 
and a number of Employees. You simply need to have the 
required number of Employees and Skills in your Studio 
to play the Project. FOR EXAMPLE: The Children’s Book 
Project requires the Copywriting and Illustration Skills as 
well as 5 Employees. You could have 4 Employees with no 
Skills and 1 Employee with both Copywriting and 
Illustration to complete it (or any combination you like). 
You always keep a Project card once played in your 
Studio, even if at some point you lose the Employees 
and/or Skills that were necessary to complete it.

Each card is either played face up in your Studio or in another player’s Studio. Once played, 
you or the other players keep the card. The only cards that are played and immediately 
discarded after resolving their effects are most Event cards and several Person cards. Some 
Event cards also remain in your Studio and are clearly explained when they do so. At any time 
you can count the amount of Ego on all the cards played in your Studio to determine your 
current Ego level. Sometimes Event cards will cause you to gain or lose Ego. Make sure 
you’re always aware of how much Ego you have in play and recount as necessary.

PRINCIPALS
Each player is dealt a Principal at the beginning of the 
game. The Principal has special abilities—several of them 
have a disability that limits them—and becomes your 
persona during the game. He or she also defines your 
Ego goal. You never lose or change your Principal 
during the game.

HOW TO USE THE CARDS
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STUFF
Plain and simple, Stuff is all about Ego. Spend your Coins 
on Stuff to quickly reach your Ego goal. Each Stuff card 
has a cost that you must pay in order to play it.



ADDITIONAL RULES AND CLARIFICATIONS
PLAY IMMEDIATELY CARDS
If a Play Immediately card is drawn and doesn’t affect any Studio, 
discard it without effect and draw a new card. When playing with The 
Idea Man Principal, always put a Play Immediately card into play and 
draw a new card, even if your new draw is the card you will discard.

ASSISTANT, JACK OF ALL TRADES and  FREEL ANCER
These cards are free to play in your Studio. You must pay their costs 
each time you want to use their abilities.

JUST GOT PUBLISHED
This is a special Event card that acts in a similar way to a Skill card. 
Play it on any Employee in play. It is now attached to that Employee 
and moves with the Employee if he or she changes Studios. Discard 
it if the Employee it’s attached to is discarded.

HANGOVER and  WORKER’S COMP
Play on any Employee in play. These cards make an Employee 
unable to function. The Employee earns no Coins and cannot help 
the Studio meet Project requirements. They become attached to 
that Employee (like Skill cards) and move with the Employee if 
he or she changes Studios. Discard them if the Employee they are 
attached to is discarded. NOTE: These cards do not void the Ego 
points on any cards attached to the affected Employee.

COCKTAILS, VACATION and  ROUND OF GOLF
These cards are used to cancel out the effects of any Event card just 
played. It’s possible for one “cancel” card to cancel out another 
“cancel” card. FOR EXAMPLE: Matt gleefully plays Creative Coup, 
hoping to win the game in one fell swoop. Katie hates this idea so 
she plays Vacation to cancel the effects of Creative Coup. Matt 
really wants it to happen so he plays Cocktails to cancel out 
Vacation to keep the Creative Coup on. James is in agreement with 
Katie’s point of view, so he plays Round of Golf to cancel Matt’s 
Cocktails, which means Katie’s Vacation is active again and Creative 
Coup is canceled. Discard all Event cards when this madness is over!

COUNTER OFFER and  SCAPEGOAT
You may only play these cards to cancel an Event played against 
your Studio only. They also can form a “cancel chain” (see above).

RETAINER, MARKUP and  BRAGGING RIGHTS
These special Event cards are played in a Studio and remain in play 
unless specifically discarded by another Event card.
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PERSONS
Person cards offer special bonuses to your Studio or 
suddenly appear to cause mayhem on an unsuspecting 
player. Some Person cards are immediately put into play 
while others are free to play but cost Coins each 
time you want to use them. Read the directions on the 
cards carefully to understand how each one works. 
NOTE: Persons are not considered Employee cards.

EVENTS
Event cards represent the odd and often bizarre things 
that occur in the typical creative studio. Read the 
directions on the cards carefully to understand how each 
one works. Events are played and immediately discarded 
after resolving their effects, unless the card specifically 
states otherwise.

GAME END
The first player to reach their Ego goal at any point 
during their turn is the winner! You cannot win the 
game if it’s not your turn.

EGO GOAL



Creative Clash was funded on Kickstarter thanks to 720 gracious backers. Thank you!
Your support has provided us the opportunity to finally share this game with the world.

Aditya Sanghi  
adityasanghi.com

AJ Hoffer  
dochoffiday.com

Alison Shaw

Andrew J. Charles

Andrew “Witz” Lebowitz

Andrew Nolt

Angelica J. Starkey
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austinginder.com

Bernadette Hill  
talenttapstaff.com

Brian and Katie Leatherman

Carol Cormany

Clayton and Leah Margerum 
eastsidecommunitykitchen.com

Colin Koch

Cyprium Solutions, Inc. 
cypriumsolutions.com

Dan Groff

Daniel and Amanda Klotz 
ydop.com

Dustin Leer 
dustinleer.com

Edwin Wun

GlobalHMA 
globalhma.com

Hunter Johnson 
tonoarchitects.com

Jared Erb 
customhomegroup.com

Jarryd Tan

JC Tax Advisors, John Cunningham 
jctaxadvisors@gmail.com

Jeff Green

Joe Mugavero 
linkedin.com/pub/joe-mugavero/20/8b/800

John and Pam Hults

John Kreider

Jörg Uetzmann

Joshua Warren 
joshuawarren.com

@karldotter 
pairdesign.co

Kevin Nicholas

Kyle Sollenberger

Linford and Flo Weber

Mary Pedersen

Merle Fisher 
merlefisher.com

Mile 6 
mile6.com

Mira Howards 
mirahowards.com

Nick Setthachayanon

Peter Barlow 
loadedspring.co.za

Rodney Umble

Ryan, Abby and Emerson Hurley

Tate and Deanne Boyer

Tim Hoover 
iamtimhoover.com

Tim Kuehlhorn 
thecudo.org

Tony V 
www.milesfinchinnovation.com

Yvonne Hensinger

Zach and Holly Ullah for Matt and Lauren Garza

French Paper is a sixth-generation, family-owned 
American company. Established in 1871, French 
Paper Company has been manufacturing paper 
for more than 140 years in the same community 
of Niles, Michigan.

There are 5 Expert cards in the game. These Experts function just 
like Employees. The only difference is that each Expert permanently 
has a Skill that they already know. This Skill cannot be removed from 
them. There are two ways you can play this variant:

Shuffle the Experts into the Nine to Five deck during setup. 
Play an Expert just like a normal Employee.

Randomly deal one Expert to each player during setup. Place 
each player’s Coin token on “0”. The players begin the game 
with the Expert in their Studio, just like the Principal. The Expert 
cannot be taken or removed from the Studio, even if an Event 
card is played that affects Employees.

Don’t deal out Principal cards. Instead, choose an Ego goal for all players and proceed to 
play the game as normal. The higher the Ego goal, the longer your game will take.

Paper Meets Press is a custom letterpress and 
design studio in Philadelphia created by Scott 
McClelland. He is a detailed artisan and printer 
who collaborates with designers to bring their 
projects to life in beautiful letterpress printing.

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR BEST BACKERS:

SPONSORS

MY HERO VARIANT

EVEN THE FIELD VARIANT

FRENCHPAPER.COM

PAPERMEETSPRESS.COM
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Creative Clash is brought to you by The Infantree, a design and branding studio located 
in Lancaster, PA. The Infantree and Creative Clash the boardgame are trademarks 

of The Infantree, LLC and copyright © 2014 The Infantree, LLC. All rights reserved.

Visit the official game website for news, purchasing and much more:

T H E I N F A N T R E E . C O M

C R E A T I V E C L A S H G A M E . C O M

We want to thank all of our family and friends for supporting this endeavor. Creating this 
game was no simple task and took a lot of late nights to finish. Without your help, we 
wouldn’t have been able to bring this game to life. Thank you!

Thanks also to Steve Zimmermann for his unbelievable copywriting snark that infused so 
much humor into the game. He’s one talented dude.

Kyle Sollenberger, Tim Hoover, Steve Zimmermann, Dan Groff, Derrick Nolt, Andrew Nolt, 
Brooke Martin, Erica Smoker, Darryl Sandoe, Quan and Laura Nguyen, Derek Hollister, Kasey 
Hults, Jordan High, Scott Nothwehr, Ashley Hill, Betsy Basom, Mark and Bev Krans, Carrie 
and Rick Beachy, Michael and Alison Schmucker, Michael McNulty, Michael McMullen, 
Donald-Craig Wellington Whitaker II, Mary Stauffer, Tony Guasco, Abraham Walters, 
Matt Kennel, Rodney Umble, Stephen Tudor, Jim Becker, Wilbur Massie, Jim Carvin 
and a host of others.

THANKS!

PLAYTESTERS


